I. Introduction
Software maintenance activity is an expensive phase account for nearly 60% of the total cost of the software production [1] .Regression testing is an important phase in software maintenance activity to ensure that modifications due to debugging or improvement do not affect the existing functionalities and the initial requirement of the design [2] and it almost takes 80% of the overall testing budget and up to 50% of the cost of software maintenance [3] .
Regression test selection is a way that test cases are selected from an existing test suite, that need to be rerun to ensure that modified parts behave as intended and the modification have not introduce sudden faults. Prioritization of test cases to be used in testing modified program means reduction in the cost associated with regression testing.Identifying test cases that exercised modified parts of the software is the main objective of regression test selection.The challenge in regression testing is the prioritization of selected test cases by identifying and selecting of best test cases from the selected test cases, and selecting good test cases will reduce execution timeand maximize the coverage of fault detection. Problem definition:
Let P be a certified program tested with test suite T, and P' be a modified program of P. During regression testing of P', T and information about the testing of P with T are available for use in testing P'.
To solve the above problem, Rothermel and Harrold [3] have outlined a typical selective retest technique that: Identify changes made to P by creating a mapping of the changes between P and P', select a set T' subset of T that may reveal changes-related faults in P', use T' to test P', identify if any parts of the system have not been tested adequately and generate a new set of test case T'', use T'' to test P`, to establish the correctness of P` with respect to T`` Regression testing approach can be based on source code, i.e., code-based and based on design, i.e., design-based, many of the approaches were proposed by the researchers. The more safe and easy to make are the approaches that generate the model directly from the source code of the software.
Code-based object oriented regression test selection techniques select test cases for regression testing based on detail analysis of the source code. It uses recovered relationships between code parts and test cases that traverse them to locate test cases for retest when code is modified. The techniques are safe and precise when compared with design-based techniques; the issue of invisible changes (i.e., changes inside the method body) may not be detected at design level.
After the regression test case selection, the challenge in regression testing is the prioritization of selected test cases by identifying and selecting of best ones from them, and selecting these test cases will reduce execution time and maximize the coverage of fault detection. Regression test case prioritization tends to order test cases for execution during regression testing efficiently. Ordering of test cases that reveals faults earlier is the most important in test case execution. Test case prioritization techniques relied on the available surrogates for prioritization criteria, because the position and nature of the faults are not generally known in advance [4] . Regression test case prioritization is a technique in which test cases are ordered with the aim of detecting faults early in the test execution cycle. Because with multiple modifications and versions of the system, tests become larger in size and it cannot be executed all within limited time [5] .
According to [6] , most of the test cases prioritization techniques proposed are at the test suite level, with the aim of detecting faults as early as possible in the regression testing process, using a test suite used in the previous versions of the system.
In order to solve the above problem, researchers have proposed many code-based approaches [7, 8, 9 ,10] by identifying modifications in the level of source code, but the authors focus on the procedural-based programming which are not suitable in object-oriented programming widely today used in software development. Other researchers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] address the issues of object-oriented programming but do not consider some basic concept of object-oriented features (such as inheritance, polymorphism, etc.,) as bases in identifying changes.
In [7] , the test case selection approach is based on analysis of data and control dependencies among modules in the procedural program. The set of all modified modules in a program along with those modules which interact with the modified modules are considered as a firewall.
A class and a statement are considered as units of testing C++ program are presented in [8] . In their technique, firewall-based regression test selection technique for C++ program was proposed based on the classes. The dependencies between various elements of a C++ program were represented in three models: Block Branch Diagram (BBD); represent the interface and the control structure of a method of a class, and the relationship of a class with other classes in the program. Object Relation Diagram (ORD); is a diagram that represent inheritance, aggregation and association relations, and captures the static dependencies between classes. Object State Diagram (OSD); is designed to capture the dynamic behaviour of class.
In [9] , instead of considering a class and a statement as unit of testing [4] , the authors considered a method as the unit of testing C++ program. This technique deals with modification at method level and with the aim of identify affected methods. The techniques defined all set of affected classes that need to be retested as firewall, and they select there all test cases which execute at least one class from within the firewall. These techniques are more efficient computationally and are favored for regression test selection of large program, but are not safe because the techniques do not select test case which may execute the effected class from outside the firewall.
A technique was proposed by [10] for regression test selection of object-oriented program by modeling the original program and modified program using Intermediate Program Dependency Graph (IPDG) for the application and Class Dependency Graph (ClDG) for both the original program and modified program for regression testing of modified and derived classes. The information of test coverage was used to associate the predicate and statement nodes of the ClDG models with each test case. Test cases are selected based on identified dangerous edges. Test cases which execute the set of these edges are assumed to be modificationrevealing.
The algorithms to construct control flow graphs for a procedure/program and its modified version and use these graphs to select tests that execute changed code from the original test suite was presented [2] . The objective of the authors is to identify all nonobsolete tests in T(test suite) that execute changed code with respect to original and modified programs, i.e., to identify tests in T that (1) execute code that is new or modified for modified program or (2) executed code in original program that is no longer present in modified program.
In [11] , an approach was proposed for regression test selection of C++ programs based on the analysis of the control flow representations of the original and modified programs. In this approach, the control flow of multi-function programs and object-oriented programs were represented using Inter-procedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG) and Class Control Flow Graph (CCFG). This approach is more efficient as compared to [2] . The novelty about this approach is that, the limitation of representing the control flow of information by CFG of only single method is overcome. The algorithm proposed in this approach traverse the graph model of original and modified programs and select relevant regression test case.
A safe regression test selection algorithm for Java software was presented in [12] that reduce the time required to carry out test as a result of selecting only the portion of test suite that may reveal a fault in the modified software. The technique is based on proposed approach by [11] , and handles a lot of object-oriented features. They constructed Java Interclass Graph (JIG) for both original and modified programs, traversed them to identify dangerous edges, and from the coverage information obtained, test cases are selected that exercise the dangerous edges identified.
A general regression test case selection was presented in [13] based control flow analysis. This technique used Enhanced CFGs (ECFGs) which can be applied on most of the programming languages. Test Selection performs its comparison first at the class, then at the method level and finally at the node level. The algorithm produces sets of class pairs (C) by compares each class in P with the like named class in P'. For each pair of classes, the result of matching methods in the class in P with methods having the same signature in the class in P' is a set as method pairs (M). Then the algorithm constructs Enhanced CFGs (ECFGs) for the two methods and match nodes in the two ECFGs. Finally algorithm calls procedure compare, passing E and E' as parameters and return T'; the set of test cases selected. But the technique was only able to detect static change on the software.
A novel approach was presented by [14] named two-phase partitioning for regression test selection Java programs that is safe, precise, and yet scales to large systems. The proposed technique can efficiently reduce the regression testing effort and, thus, achieve considerable savings. The technique is to combine the effectiveness of regression test selection techniques that are precise but may be inefficient on large systems with the efficiency of techniques that work at a higher-level of abstraction and may, thus, be imprecise. The twophase approach is (1) partitioning part that perform an initial high-level analysis, which identifies parts of the system to be further analyzed, and (2) in the selection part, an in-depth analysis of the identified parts, which selects the test cases in T(test suite) to rerun is performed. The selection part takes the partition identified by the first phase as input and performs edge-level test selection on the classes and interfaces in the partition. Control flow was used to analyse model.
An automated behavior regression testing technique was presented in [15] , which generates a set of test inputs that are specifically targeted at the changed code, both the old and new versions of the code are executed with the generated test inputs, this resulted in a set of behavioral differences between the two versions, which can provide developers with details on how their changes have affected the behavior of the code.
An approach was presented in [16] based on the concept of Control Call Graphs (CCG), reduced form of Control Flow Graph (CFG). The technique is more precise and captures the structure of calls and related control than the traditional Call Graph (CG). However, it is difficult to extracting information about changes in the source code that may not have direct impact on the method call.
Researchers have also proposed various approaches [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 ]to address the issues related to prioritization.
A heuristic-based test case prioritization approach for object-oriented programs was presented in [18] . The technique was based on analysis of dependence model, as improvement for technique presented in [17] . The authors constructed a dependence model of a program from its source code, and when the program is modified, the model is updated to reflect the changes. The test cases that covered the affected nodes are selected for regression testing. The selected test cases are then prioritized by assigning initial weights of 1(one) to the affected nodes. But, the weight may have effect in the selection if the numbers of covered nodes are many in a test case, which may result in selection of test case that is not much relevant, which will result in increase of regression testing time.In [19] , the authors described the prioritization of test cases in large software development environments. [20] proposed a prioritization technique based on historical execution data. A hybrid evolutionary algorithm approach was presented in [21] that automatically generate relevant unit test cases for object-oriented software by apply fitness function based on distance that accounts for runtime exceptions. [22] Performed an empirical study using several greedy algorithms.
An approach that assumes all test case costs and fault severities are the same was presented in [23] . They proposed ordering to produce a more satisfactory order, the cost-cognizant metric that incorporates varying test case costs and fault severities. They propose a cost-cognizant test case prioritization technique based on the use of historical records and a genetic algorithm. When all test costs and faults severities are uniform, the experimental results indicate that the proposed technique frequently yields a higher Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost, and also show that the proposed technique is also useful in terms of Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost when all test case costs and fault severities are uniform.
In [24] , the authors present a new metric for assessing rate of fault dependency detection and an algorithm to prioritize test cases. The new metric was used to show the effectiveness of the prioritization compared with non-prioritized test case. The results prove that prioritized test cases are more effective in detecting dependency among faults.A new prioritizing approach using Genetic Algorithm to prioritize the regression test suite is introduced [25] that will order test cases dynamically on the basis of complete code coverage, also generate new test cases using PMX and cyclic crossover and analysis is done on the basis of process cost and test cost. The proposed approach is aim at reducing the number of test cases that need to be run after changes have been made to the program.
A hybrid Test Suite-Test Case Refinement Technique was presented in [26] to reduce regression test case pool size, reduce regression testing time, cost & effort and also ensure the quality of the engineered product The approach is a regression test case optimization technique that is a hybrid of Test Case Minimization based on specifications and Test Case Prioritization based on risk exposure.An approach of hierarchical for system test case prioritization based on requirements has been proposed in [27] that maps requirements on the system test cases. A value was analyses and assigns to each requirement based on a comprehensive set of twelve factors thereby prioritizing the requirements, mapped on the highly relevant module and then prioritized set of test cases. The effectiveness of their approach is analyse using a case study of income tax calculator software using existing as well as the proposed approach. The results indicate the efficacy of the proposed approach in terms of fault detection and severity early.
In this paper we present an evolutionary prioritized approach that will select best test cases from existing test suite T used to test the original program P by using Extended System Dependence Graph (ESDG) [28] as an intermediate to identify the changes in P, at statements level. Identification of changes using this kind of graph will leads to précised detection of changes. The changed statements will be used to identify affected statements, and test cases that execute the affected statements are selected for regression testing. The selected test cases are prioritized by using genetic algorithm in order to have a superior rate of fault detection. This approach will reduce the cost of regression testing by increasing the rate of faults detection and reducing the number of test cases to be used in testing the modified program.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide the details of the methodology used. Section 3 describes our test selection frame work. Section 4presents the empirical results and analysis. Section 5 concludes this paper.
II. Methodology
In this section, we describe variousmethods and materials used in our approach.
Extended System Dependence Graph (ESDG)
Extended System Dependence Graph (ESDG) [28] is a graph that can represents control and data dependencies, and information pertaining to various types of dependencies arising from object-relations such as association, inheritance and polymorphism. Analysis at statement levels with ESDG model helps in identifying changes at basic simple statement levels, simple method call statements, and polymorphic method calls. The dependency graph is based on the approach presented in [28] , used to model object-oriented programs and is an extension of System Dependence Graph (SDG) [29] used to model procedural programs. ESDG is a directed, connected graph G = (V, E), that consist of set of V vertices and a set E of edges.
ESDG Vertices
A vertex v represents one of the four types of vertices, namely, statement vertices, entry vertices, parameter, and polymorphic vertices
Statement vertices
Are program statements present in the methods body. Statement vertices are of two types: call vertices and simple statement vertices. Call vertices are used to represent method call statements, and all other statements such as conditionals, loops and assignment in the program are represented by simple statement vertices.
Parameter vertices
These are used to represent parameters passing between a caller and callee methods. They are of four types: formal-in, formal-out, actual-in, and actual-out. Actual -in and actual-out vertices are created for each call vertex and create formal-in and formal-out vertices for each method entry vertex.
Entry vertices
Methods and classes have entry vertices. A class entry vertex and a method entry vertex represent an entry into a class and an entry into a method respectively.
Polymorphic choice vertex
It is used to represent dynamic choice among the possible bindings in a polymorphic call.
ESDG Edges
An edge e represent one of the six edges, namely, control dependence edges, data dependence edges, parameter dependence edges, method call edges, summary edges, and class member edges
Control dependence edge
It is used to represents control dependence relations between two statement vertices.
Data dependence edge
It is used to represents data dependence relations between statement vertices.
Call edge
It is used to connect a calling statement to a method entry vertex. It also connects various possible polymorphic method call vertices to a polymorphic choice vertex.
parameter dependence edge
It is used for passing values between actual and formal parameters in a method call. It is of two types: parameter-in and parameter-out edges.
Summary edge
It is used to represents the transitive dependence between actual-in actual-out vertices.
Class member edge
It is used to represents the membership relation between a class and its methods. It is used to connect a class entry vertex to a method entry vertex.
Genetic Algorithm
Many real life problems have been solved using evolutionary algorithms, and GA is one such evolutionary algorithm. Some of the real life problems where GA was applied are:For railway scheduling problem, the travelling salesman problem, the vehicle routing problem andField of software engineering problems.
Genetic Algorithm has emerged as optimization technique and search method. Problems being solved by GA are represented by a population of chromosomes as the solution to the problems. A chromosome can be string of binary digits, integer, real or characters, and each string that makes up a chromosome is called a gene. This initial population can be totally random or can be created manually using processes such as heuristic technique. The pseudo code of a basic algorithm for GA can be:
Initialize (population) Evaluate (population) While (stopping condition not satisfied){ Selection (population) Crossover (population) Mutate (population) Evaluate (population) } A GA has three operators that are applied on its population:
Selection
In selection the offspring producing individuals are chosen. The first step is fitness assignment.Each chromosome is evaluated in present generation to determine its fitness value using the following formula:
Ft(pi) = ∑ ( ) equation 1 Where Pij is the position of the test case j in the chromosome i, and n(t j ) is the number of affected nodes in the test case j. Each individual in the selection pool receives a reproduction probability depending on the own objective value and the objective value of all other individuals in the selection pool. This fitness is used for the actual selection step afterwards, and it is the sum of all of the fitness values in a chromosome.
Crossover or Recombination
After selection, is to apply crossover operation to the selected chromosomes. It involves swapping of genes or sequence of bits in the string between two individuals.
1.2.3
Mutation Mutation operation alters chromosomes in small ways to introduce new good traits.
Average percentage of rate of Faults Detection APFD
To evaluate the performance of regression test case ordering, researchers [14, 15, 16, 17, 27, 30, 31] used APFD metric. The APFD metric of program P and test suite T is given as: equation 2 Where, m is the number of faults n is the number of test cases ) are the positions of the first test case in T that expose the faults 1,2, ….,m.
III. Regression Test Framework
This paper presents an approach for the selection of test cases T` from the existing test suite T to be used in testing the modified program P`, and prioritized the selected test cases in order that will increases their rate of detecting faults. Fig. 4illustrates the various activities of the test case selection framework. 
Identify Changes
The changes between P and the modified program P` are identified in this step, via semantic analysis of the source code of the software. A file named "changed" will be used to store the identified statement level differences.
Test CoverageGeneration
Program P is instrumented at the statement levels. The code statements are executed with the original test suite T and to write traces for each test case in order to generate information pertaining to the specific statements that are executed for each test case.The generation of the test coverage information is perform once for a given program during one testing cycle, and the activity will not be repeated for the subsequent regression testing which will saved time. The information generated in this stage is saved in a file named "coverageInfo"for later use.
ESDG Model Constructor
ESDG model for the original program P is constructed using a technique similar to [15] , and was described in section III.GraphViz will be used to represents our graph.
ESDG Model Updates
The model constructed for P is updated using information from changed file during each regression testing to make it correspond to the modified program P` and the updated ESDG model is denoted by M`.
Affected Statements identification
To identify the affected statements, a forward slice is constructed on the updated model M` using the information from changed file. Each changenode in changed file is used as slicing criterion todetermine the affected nodes in each statement. The affected nodes stored in changed file are used to identify the affected statements. The affected statements are statements that were affected directly by the modifications or as the result of control dependence or data dependence or dependent as a result of object relation such as inheritance and polymorphism on the affected node from the updated model M`, and denoted by"affectedStat".
Test Case Selection
Test cases that execute the affected statements in the updated model M`are selected for regression testing, and donated as T`.
Test Case Prioritization
To order the test cases selected in section 3.6, we follow the following steps:
Encode the solution
Create n population by encoding the test cases into integer numbers representations as P1 and reverse the order to have second parent/chromosomes as P2
Evaluate the fitness
The fitness of each parent/chromosome in the populationis evaluated using (1). 1.10.3 Selection The chromosomes P1 and P2 are use as the initial population.
Crossover
Arandom integer number r is generated to serve as crossover point. The first rth genes of P1 will be copied to child C1, and copy the remaining genes from P2 that are not in C1.
Mutation
Mutate the child C1 using swap mutation technique. Generates two(2) random integer numbers, these numbers m1 and m2 serve as mutation points, simply swap their genes. Evaluate the fitness of the child C1 using (1).
Replace worst
This means replacing worst individual by the offspring in the current population.
Termination condition
The processes from step 3.7.4 to 3.7.6 will be repeated until maximum number of generation is reached. Then, the fittest individual is return as the best ordering.
IV. Empirical Results And Discussion
The empirical procedure of our proposed approach is: we generate the test suite T using path-based integration testing method for a given software/program, save the coverage information for each test case in T, construct the ESDG for the program, mutate the program P to P`, identify the changes between P and P`, update the ESDG model using the changes, identify the affected statements using the changed statements as slice criteria to perform forward slicing on the updated model, select test case T` from T that execute one of the affected statements, encode the solution into integer representation as first parent P1, reverse the order of P1 to be the second parent P2, evaluate the fitness of P1 and P2 using (1), perform crossover on the two parents to have a child C1, mutate the child, evaluate the fitness of C1 using (1), add the child to the population, remove the worst chromosome from the population, repeat crossover and mutation for a specific time and return the best chromosome.
We used a sample program of simple ATM with ten test cases {t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10}as shown in Table 1 ;T is the set of test cases in T, CoverageInform is the coverage information generated using procedure described in section 3.2, mutants are the changed statements at class and traditional levels, AffactNodes are the statements that are directly affected or dependents on the changed statements as described in section 3.5. We compare our results with retest-all technique, i.e., regression testing with T.
As shown in Table 1 , there is increase in number of nodes in affected nodes column compared with the mutant's column. This indicates that the forward slicing performed on the updated model produced more nodes that are dependent on the changed nodes/statements. Without using the affected nodes values, executing any of the test case 1, 2, or 8 will have 22.2% percentages of faults detection. The test cases will only detect five (5) out of nine (9) faults. But using affected nodes columns, executing test cases 1 first will cover33.3%, executing test case 2 first will cover 44.4%, and test case 8 will also cover 44.4%. n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n24 n25 n92 n93 n26 n103 n27 n88 n89 n94 n95 n28 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63 n27 n94 n27 n89 n94 T2 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n30 n31 n32 n33 n97 n34 n66 n67 n80 n83 n86 n103 n97 n87 n35 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63 n83n97 n83 n86 n87 n97 T3 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n36 n37 n64 n65 n106 n107 n38 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63
Nil Nil T4 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n36 n37 n64 n65 n106 n107 n38 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n50 n56 n62 n63
Nil Nil T5 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n36 n39 n40 n41 n42 n43 n44 n51 n52 n53 n54 n55 n56 n62 n63
Nil Nil T6 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n21 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n56 n62 n63
Nil Nil T7 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n57 n59 n60 n61 n62 n63 Nil Nil T8 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n30 n31 n32 n33 n97 n34 n66 n67 n80 n83 n84 n85 n35 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63 n83 n97 n83 n84 n85 n97 T9 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n30 n31 n32 n33 n97 n34 n66 n67 n80 n81 n82 n35 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63 n97 n97 T10 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10 n11 n12 n13 n14 n15 n16 n17 n18 n19 n20 n22 n23 n29 n30 n31 n32 n33 n97 n34 n66 n67 n103 n68 n69 n70 n35 n42 n43 n44 n45 n46 n47 n48 n49 n56 n62 n63 n97 n97 Table 2 presents the results of selected test cases that execute one of the affected statements as described in section 3.6. T` is the selected test cases, NOfAffStat is the number of affected statements for each selected test case T`. Table 2 Selected Test Cases   T`  NOfAffStat  T1  3  T2  4  T8  4  T9  1  T10  1 We used GA to order the selected test cases T` as described in section 3.7. Our approach ordered the test cases as {t2 t8 t1 t9 t10 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7}, while retest-all ordering is {t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10}. The number of test cases is 10, and number of faults is 9 (f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 representing the faults n27 n83 n84 n85 n86 n87 n89 n94 n97 respectively). This is represented in Table 3 .
For our proposed approach ordering of the test cases { t2 t8 t1 t9 t10 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7}, using (2) the APFD from Table 1 is: = 0.8611 For retest-all ordering of the test cases {t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10} using (2) the APFD from Table I is: = 0.75 Fig. 1 describes the above results to shows the differences between our approach and retest-all. T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9  T10   F1  x  F2  x  x  F3  x  F4  x  F5  x  F6  x  F7  x  F8  x  F9  x  x  x  x The results of APFD for our approach and retest-all are presented in Fig. 2 .The comparison is between our proposed approach and retest-all using T. From Table 2 and Fig.2 , it is observed that our approach identify the faults at early stage. The APFD is better in our approach when compared to retest-all; this means that our proposed approach is more effective in term of rate of faults detection. Figure 2 . APFD of the approaches In Fig. 3 , we plot percentage of faultsdetected against percentage of test cases executed. From the result, we identified that our approach needs less test cases to reveal all faults compared to retest-all. It is observed that our approach needs 30% of the test cases to find out all the faults. But using retest-all there is need of 80% of the test cases to find out all the faults. We note that our proposed approach assumes that the ESDG are updated in a timely way, every time changes are introduced into the programs. This assumption becomes a limitation for our approach. Another limitation is that we assumed that all test costs and faults severities are uniform.
V. Conclusion
A GA prioritized test case framework has been proposed in our approach that ordered selected test cases T` from test suite T to be used for rerun in regression testing. The approach used extended system dependence graph (ESDG) to identify changes at statement level of source code, store the changes in a file named changed, and generate coverage information for each test case from the source code. The changedinformation are used to identify the affected statements, and test cases are identify that will be rerun in regression testing based on the affected statements.The selected test cases will be prioritized using genetic algorithm in order to increases their rate of faults detection.The technique cover the different important issues that regression testing strategies need to address: change identification, test selection, test execution and test suite maintenance.
The results indicate that our proposed ordering of test cases detect all the faults in early stage when compared to retest-all of the test cases. This shows that, our ordering of test case will reduce the regression testing time compared with retest-all of the test cases.
